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In the context of the brane-world scenarios with compactified large extra dimensions, we study the produc-
tion of the possible massive brane oscillations ~branons! in electron-positron colliders. We compute their
contribution to the electroweak gauge bosons decay width and to the single-photon and single-Z processes.
With CERN LEP-I results and assuming nonobservation at LEP-II we present exclusion plots for the brane
tension t5 f 4 and the branon mass M. Prospects for the next generation of electron-positron colliders are also
considered.
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In recent years a lot of attention has been paid to the
so-called brane world or Arkani-Hamed–Dimopoulos–Dvali
~ADD! scenarios @1# in which the standard model particles
are confined to reside in the world brane and only gravitons
are free to move along the D-dimensional bulk space ~see @2#
for recent reviews!. The phenomenological consequences of
these real or virtual gravitons, described in terms of their
corresponding Kaluza-Klein ~KK! towers, in colliders or in
astrophysical and cosmological scenarios, have been the ob-
ject of many recent works ~see @3# and references therein!.
However, in addition to the gravitons and the standard model
~SM! particles, one has to consider in principle the possibil-
ity of having also brane oscillations ~branons!. In fact, it has
been shown that these branons or, equivalently, the brane
recoil give rise to an exponential suppression of the cou-
plings of the SM particles and the higher KK modes @4# in
such a way that, in the f !M F regime ~where t5 f 4 is the
brane tension and M F is the D-dimensional fundamental
scale of gravity!, the most important modes at low energies
are the SM particles and the branons. Moreover, branons can
play a role in the solution of some problems appearing when
the flexibility of the brane is not taken into account such as
divergent virtual contributions from the KK tower or nonuni-
tary graviton production cross sections.
The effective action for the SM fields on the brane was
obtained in @5#. The introduction of brane fluctuations was
done in @6#, where the interaction between branons and the
SM particles and the branons self-interactions were obtained
including also the possibility of having nonvanishing branon
masses due to the nonfactorization of the extra dimension
space.
The effects of brane recoil on real graviton production
have been studied, for example, in @7# and on virtual gravi-
tons and gauge bosons in @8,9#. Some constraints from astro-
physics on the brane tension were considered in @10#, and the
direct production of branons in colliders was discussed in
@11#, for massless branons in both cases.
In this work we are interested in the production rates of0556-2821/2003/67~7!/075010~18!/$20.00 67 0750massive branons in electron-positron colliders, in order to get
bounds on the brane tension and the branon mass in the
above-mentioned scenario where the brane tension scale f is
much smaller that the D-dimensional fundamental scale of
gravity M F . The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we
define our setup and give the effective action for massive
branons. In Sec. III we obtain their couplings to the SM
particles, and in Sec. IV we discuss the kind of bounds which
are possible to set on the brane parameters: namely, the num-
ber of branons, n, their mass M, and the brane tension scale
f. Section V is devoted to the analysis of the Z invisible width
and Sec. VI to the W decay. Direct searches based on single-
photon and single-Z processes are considered in Sec. VII and
extended to future linear colliders in Sec. VIII. Section IX
offers the summary and the main conclusions of this work. In
addition, the relevant Feynman rules are shown in Appendix
A. In Appendix B the probability amplitudes are calculated
for the relevant processes, and in Appendix C it is possible to
find some two-body phase-space exact integrals which were
used in this work. Finally, Appendix D contains some ex-
plicit expressions for the cross sections.
II. EFFECTIVE ACTION FOR MASSIVE BRANE
FLUCTUATIONS
We will consider a single-brane model in large extra di-
mensions. In such model, our four-dimensional space-time
M 4 is embedded in a D-dimensional bulk space which, for
simplicity, we will assume to be of the form M D5M 43B .
The B space is a given N-dimensional compact manifold, so
that D541N . The brane lies along M 4, and we neglect its
contribution to the bulk gravitational field. The coordinates
parametrizing the points in M D will be denoted by (xm,ym),
where the different indices run as m50,1,2,3 and m
51,2, . . . ,N . The bulk space M D is endowed with a metric
tensor which we will denote by GMN , with signature (1 ,
2 ,2 , . . . ,2 ,2). For simplicity, we will consider the fol-
lowing ansatz:
GMN5S g˜mn~x ! 00 2g˜mn8 ~y !D . ~1!
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as Y M5xm,Y m(x), with M50, . . . ,31N and where we
have chosen the bulk coordinates so that the first four are
identified with the space-time brane coordinates xm. We as-
sume the brane to be created at a certain point in B, i.e.,
Y m(x)5Y 0m , which corresponds to its ground state.
The induced metric on the brane in such state is given by
the four-dimensional components of the bulk space metric,
i.e., gmn5g˜mn5Gmn . However, when brane excitations are
present, the induced metric is given by
gmn5]mY M]nY NGMNx ,Y ~x !
5g˜mnx ,Y ~x !2]mY m]nY ng˜mn8 Y ~x !. ~2!
Since the mechanism responsible for the creation of the
brane is in principle unknown, we will assume that the brane
dynamics can be described by an effective action. Thus, we
will consider the most general expression which is invariant
under reparametrizations of the brane coordinates. Following
the philosophy of the effective Lagrangian technique, we
will also organize the action as a series in the number of the
derivatives of the induced metric over a dimensional con-
stant, which can be identified with the brane tension scale f.
From this point of view, to the lowest order in derivatives we
find
SB5E
M4
d4xAg~2 f 41 !, ~3!
where d4xAg is the volume element of the brane. Notice that
this lowest-order term is the usual Dirac-Nambu-Goto ac-
tion. However, in certain circumstances the effect of the
higher-order terms must be taken into account @12#.
In the absence of the three-brane, the metric ~1! possesses
an isometry group which we will assume to be of the form
G(M D)5G(M 4)3G(B). If the brane ground state is
Y m(x)5Y 0m , the presence of the brane will break spontane-
ously all the B isometries, except those that leave the point
Y 0 unchanged. In other words the group G(B) is spontane-
ously broken down to H(Y 0), where H(Y 0) denotes the isot-
ropy group ~or little group! of the point Y 0. Therefore, we
can introduce the coset space K5G(M D)/@G(M 4)
3H(Y 0)#5G(B)/H(Y 0).
Let Hi be the H(Y 0) generators (i51,2, . . . ,h), Xa @a
51,2, . . . ,k5dim G(B)2dim H# the broken generators,
and T5(H ,X) the complete set of generators of G(B). A
similar separation can be done with the Killing fields. We
will denote j i those associated with the Hi generators, ja
those corresponding to Xa , and by ja(y) the complete set of
Killing vectors on B. As shown in @6#, the excitations of the
brane along the directions of the broken generators of B cor-
respond to the zero modes and they are parametrized by the
Goldstone bosons ~branon fields! pa(x), which can be un-
derstood as coordinates on the coset manifold K. When the B
space is homogeneous, then the coset K is isomorphic to B
and the isometries are just translations. In this case the bra-
non fields (p) can be identified with properly chosen coor-
dinates in the extra space (Y ).07501According to the previous discussion, we can write the
induced metric on the brane in terms of branon fields as
gmn5g˜mn~x !2g˜mn8
]Y m
]pa
]Y n
]pb
]mp
a]np
b
. ~4!
Introducing the tensor hab(p) as
hab~p!5 f 4g˜mn8 Y ~p!
]Y m
]pa
]Y n
]pb
, ~5!
we have
gmn5g˜mn~x !2
1
f 4 hab~p!]mp
a]np
b
. ~6!
Branons are massless only if the isometry pattern introduced
before is exact. However, in general, the symmetry is only
approximately realized and branons will acquire mass. In
order to show this mechanism explicitly, let us perturb the
four-dimensional components of the background metric and
let g˜mn depend, not only on the x coordinates, but also on the
y ones:
GMN5S g˜mn~x ,y ! 00 2g˜mn8 ~y !D . ~7!
This has to be done in such a way that the G(B) piece of the
full isometry group is explicitly broken. Notice that the
breaking of the G(B) group by perturbing only the internal
metric g˜mn8 (y) does not lead to a mass term for the branons.
In order to calculate the branon mass matrix, we need to
know first the ground state around which the brane is fluc-
tuating. With that purpose, we will consider for simplicity
the lowest-order action, given by
Se f f
(0) @p#5E
M4
d4xL (0)52 f 4E
M4
d4xAg˜ x ,Y ~x !, ~8!
which will have an extremum provided
dSe f f
(0) @p#50)dAg˜5 12Ag˜g˜
mndg˜mn50)g˜mn]mg˜mn
50,;ym. ~9!
This is a set of equations whose solution Y 0
m(x) determines
the shape of the brane in its ground state for a given back-
ground metric g˜mn . In addition, the condition for the energy
to be minimum requires
d2L (0)
dY mdY n
U
Y5Y 0
5
2 f 4
4
Ag˜g˜mn~]n]mg˜mn22g˜ rs]ng˜ ns]mg˜mr!
,0; ~10!0-2
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This implies that the static Lagrangian should have a maxi-
mum.
In order to obtain the explicit expression of the branon
mass matrix, we expand g˜mn(x ,y) around ym5Y 0m in terms
of the pa fields:
g˜mn~x ,y !5g˜mn~x ,Y 0!1]mg˜mn~x ,Y 0!~Y m2Y 0
m!
1
1
2 ]m]ng
˜
mn~x ,Y 0!~Y m2Y 0
m!~Y n2Y 0
n!1
5g˜mn~x ,Y 0!1
1
f Vamn
(1) pa1
1
f 2 Vabmn
(2) papb
1
1
f 3 Vabgmn
(3) papbpg1 . ~11!
The linear term in branon fields is written as
1
f Vamn
(1) 5]mg˜mn~x ,y !U
y5Y 0
ja
m
k f 2 , ~12!
while the quadratic term takes the general form
1
f 2 Vabmn
(2) 5
1
2 ]mg
˜
mn~x ,y !uy5Y 0
]2Y m
]pa]pb
U
p50
1
1
2 ]m]ng
˜
mn~x ,y !U
y5Y 0
ja
mjb
n
k2 f 4 ~13!
and we have not written the explicit expression for Vabgmn
(3)
since it will play no role in the present work. Here, we have
used the fact that the action of an element of G(B) on B will
map Y 0 into some other point with coordinates
Y m~x !5Y mY 0 ,pa~x !5Y 0m1
1
k f 2 ja
m~Y 0!pa~x !1O~p2!,
~14!
where we have set the normalization of the branon fields and
Killing fields with k2516p/M P
2 being M P the four-
dimensional Planck mass. Substituting the above expression
back in Eq. ~6!, we get the expansion of the induced metric
in branon fields:
gmn5g˜mn~x ,Y 0!2
1
f 4 dab]mp
a]np
b1
1
f Vamn
(1) pa
1
1
f 2 Vabmn
(2) papb1O~p3!. ~15!
We have also used the fact that since pa must be properly
normalized scalar fields, the Y m coordinates should be nor-07501mal and geodesic in a neighborhood of Y 0
m and, in particular,
they cannot be angular coordinates. This implies that we can
write hab(p50)5dab .
Assuming for concreteness that, in the ground state, the
four-dimensional background metric is flat, i.e., g˜mn(x ,Y 0)
5hmn , the appearance of the Va1a2 . . . a imn
(i) tensors in Eq.
~11! could break Lorentz invariance, unless they factor out as
Va1a2 . . . a imn
(i) 5M a1a2 . . . a i
(i) hmn /(4 f 2). With this assumption,
the linear term Vamn
(1) vanishes identically due to the condition
of minimum for the brane energy ~9!, and the M ab
(2) coeffi-
cient in the quadratic term can be identified with the branon
mass matrix. Thus, in general and for the square root of the
metric determinant we find
Ag512
1
2 f 4 h
mndab]mp
a]np
b1
1
2 f 4 M ab
(2)papb1 .
~16!
Notice that this expression requires that both ]p/ f 2 and
M 2p2/ f 4 be small. This includes different types of expan-
sions, such as low-energy expansions with small branon
masses compared to f or low-energy expansions with pos-
sible large masses and small p/ f factors.
The different terms in the effective action can be orga-
nized according to the number of branon fields:
Se f f@p#5Se f f
(0) @p#1Se f f
(2) @p#1 , ~17!
where the zeroth-order term is just a constant. The free ac-
tion contains the terms with two branons:
Se f f
(2) @p#5
1
2EM4d4x~dab]mpa]mpb2M ab2 papb!.
~18!
III. COUPLINGS TO THE STANDARD MODEL FIELDS
As we have shown in the previous sections, the induced
metric on the brane depends on both the four-dimensional
bulk metric components g˜mn and the branon fields pa. As
noticed in @8#, in the limit in which gravity decouples M F
→‘ , the branon fields still survive. This implies that their
effects can be studied independently of gravity. With that
purpose, in the following, we will consider their couplings to
the standard model fields in the absence of gravitational
background field, i.e., g˜mn5hmn . In order to obtain the gen-
eral couplings, one can proceed as in @6#, where the action on
the brane, which is basically the SM action defined on a
curved space-time M 4, is expanded in branon fields through
the induced metric. For example, the complete action, in-
cluding terms with two branons, contains the SM term, the
kinetic term for the branons, and the interaction terms be-
tween the SM particles and the branons,0-3
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M4
d4xAg@2 f 41LSM~gmn!#
5E
M4
d4xF2 f 41LSM~hmn!112 hmndab]mpa]npb
2
1
2 M ab
2 papb1
1
8 f 4 ~4dab]mp
a]np
b
2M ab
2 papbhmn!TSM
mn ~hmn!G1O~p3!, ~19!
where TSM
mn (hmn) is the conserved energy-momentum tensor
of the standard model evaluated in the background metric:
TSM
mn 52S g˜mnLSM12dLSM
dg˜mn
D U
g˜mn5hmn
. ~20!
It is interesting to note that there is no single-branon in-
teractions which, as commented above, would be related to
Lorentz invariance breaking. In addition the quadratic ex-
pression in Eq. ~19! is valid for any internal B space, regard-
less of the particular form of the metric g˜mn8 . In fact, the
form of the couplings only depends on the number of branon
fields, their mass, and the brane tension. The dependence on
the geometry of the extra dimensions will appear only at
higher orders.
Let us give the results for the different kinds of fields. The
corresponding Feynman rules can be found in Appendix A
~we will follow the notation in @6#!.
A. Scalars
For a complex scalar field F with mass mF in a certain
representation of a gauge group with generators Ta, the La-
grangian is given by
LS5~DmF!†DmF2mF2 F†F , ~21!
whose energy-momentum tensor is given by
TS
mn52hmn~~DrF!†DrF2mF
2 F†F!1~DmF!†DnF
1~DnF!†DmF , ~22!
where the gauge covariant derivative has the usual form
Dm5]m2hAm
a Ta. From this expression we find the Feyn-
man rules for the following types of vertices: ppF†F ,
ppF†FA , and ppF†FAA .
B. Fermions
The Lagrangian for a Dirac fermion field with mass mc
reads
Lf5c¯ ~ igmDm2mc!c , ~23!
and its associated energy-momentum tensor is07501TF
mn5
i
4 $c
¯ ~gmDn1gnDm!c2~Dnc¯ gm1Dmc¯ gn!c%
2
1
2 h
mn$i~c¯ grDr2Drc¯ gr!c22mcc¯ c%, ~24!
where again we assume the fermion field c to be in a certain
representation of a gauge group with generators Ta, and the
covariant derivatives are defined as Dm5]m
2hTaAm
a @cV(a)2cA(a)g5# , where, in general, the vector
and axial couplings could be different. The Feynman rules
will contain the following types of vertices: ppc¯ c and
ppc¯ cA .
C. Gauge bosons
For the Yang-Mills action on the brane we can follow
similar steps. The Lagrangian is given by
LA52
1
4 F
a mnFmn
a 1LFP , ~25!
where
Fmn
a 5]mAn
a2]nAm
a 2hCabcAm
b An
c
, ~26!
and LFP is the Fadeev-Popov Lagrangian, which includes the
gauge-fixing and ghost terms. The gauge symmetry can be
spontaneously broken in such a way that the gauge fields
acquire masses M a through their couplings to the scalar sec-
tor ~21!. In that case, a renormalizable gauge will be used in
the calculations. It is interesting to notice that the metric used
in the gauge-fixing term could be either the induced metric
or the flat background metric. Both choices give rise to valid
gauge-fixing expressions. The second one is, however, sim-
pler because it does not introduce new couplings between
gauge or Goldstone bosons fields and branons. The same
criterion has to be taken for the ghost Lagrangian, which will
not be studied here since we are only interested in the tree-
level analysis.
The energy-momentum tensor takes the form
TA
mn5Frs
a Flu
a S hslhrmhun1 14 hrlhsuhmnD1TFPmn ,
~27!
and from this interaction action, one finds the Feynman rules
for vertices like ppAA , ppAAA , and ppAAAA
We see that in all these vertices, branons always interact
by pairs with the SM matter fields. In addition, due to their
geometric origin, those interactions are very similar to the
gravitational ones since the p fields couple to all the matter
fields through the energy-momentum tensor and with the
same strength, which is suppressed by a f 4 factor. In fact,
branons couple as gravitons do, with the following identifi-
cation:
hmn→2
1
k f 4 hab~p!]mp
a]np
b
, ~28!
where hmn is the graviton field in linearized gravity.0-4
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In the brane-world scenario, with f !M F , the relevant
low-energy excitations on the brane correspond to the bran-
ons rather than to the Kaluza-Klein graviton excitations. In
such a case and provided the energy scale of present accel-
erators is well below both the fundamental scale of gravity
M F and the brane tension scale f, but is large compared to
the branon mass M, such branon fields will be produced in
the collision of SM particles. Moreover, the calculation of
the corresponding production cross sections could be per-
formed by using the effective theory described in the previ-
ous section.
In principle, there would be new physics related to both
the KK gravitons and the branons, but the dependence on f in
each case is completely different. For example, the behavior
of typical cross sections for missing energy processes, i.e.,
KK graviton and branon production processes, becomes
large for both small and large values of the brane tension f
@10#. The cross section for a small value of f is governed by
the branon production process, while for a large value, the
KK gravitons production rate dominates. Therefore if the
brane tension scale is smaller than the fundamental gravita-
tional one, then the first indications of extra dimensions
would be given by the production of branons. This would
allow us to measure the brane tension and the branon mass
or, if branons are not found, at least to set bounds on such
parameters.
The effective couplings introduced in the previous section
provide the necessary tools to compute the cross sections and
the expected rates of new exotic events in terms of f and the
branons masses only. In fact, with a rotation in the coset
space K, the branon mass matrix takes a diagonal form. We
will assume that there are n branons with the same mass M.
If the branons masses are similar, this would be a good ap-
proximation. In the opposite case, with very different
masses, we could neglect the heavier fields and consider only
the production of light branons. In these simple cases, all the
cross sections will be parametrized by three unknown param-
eters:
n: number of branons,
M : mass of the branons,
f : brane tension scale.07501In the following, we will compare the data coming from
LEP with the predicted cross section for different processes
in which we expect high sensitivity to new physics. In par-
ticular we will concentrate on the branon contribution to the
invisible width of the Z boson, to the decay rate of the W6
bosons, and to direct searches with single-photon and single-
Z vertices. This will allow us to set bounds on certain com-
binations of the above parameters.
V. BOUNDS FROM THE Z INVISIBLE WIDTH
In the standard model, the full decay width of the Z boson
has three types of contributions, coming from charged lep-
tons, hadrons, and neutrinos, respectively. The third one cor-
responds to the so-called invisible width, since neutrinos es-
cape without producing any signal in the detectors. In
principle, physics beyond the SM could also give rise to
invisible decays of Z and therefore to deviations with respect
to the SM predictions.
The precision measurements done mostly at CERN e1e2
collider LEP-I set stringent limits on the Z invisible decay
width, which can be translated into strong bounds on the new
channels contributing to such process. In fact in the follow-
ing, we will show how it is possible to get lower bounds on
the brane tension f coming from light branons (M,M Z/2) in
which the Z could decay. Since branons are stable and
chargeless particles, they would also avoid detection.
In this section we calculate the first-order contribution
from branons to this width, which is given by the decay of Z
into two branons and two neutrinos:
GZ
b : Z→n¯ ~p1!,n~p2!p~k1!,p~k2!.
We use the expression for the probability amplitudes in
Appendix B, Eq. ~B2!, calculated with the Feynman rules
given in Appendix A. We integrate over the branon two-body
phase space making use of the formulas in Appendix C. The
result is averaged over the three Z polarizations. In addition,
such expression should be divided by 2 because the outgoing
branons are indistinguishable. Thus we getdGZ
b
d3p1W d3p2W
5
uhu2
4p
2M Zn
61440f 83p6t2u2~M Z22t !~M Z22u !~M Z22s !2
A12 4M 2
k2
20M 2M Z2~2k225M 2!t2u2M Z2~2s2k2!1tu
1~k224M 2!2stu@s~k21M Z2 !14tu#@2s~k21M Z2 !1t21u2#1~ t21u2!~2s12k21M Z2 !M Z82@6s~ t31u3!
16s2~ t21u22tu !13tu~ t2u !21t41u4#M Z
61M Z
4$2s3@2~ t21u2!25tu#12s2@3~ t31u3!25tu~ t1u !#
1s@2~ t41u4!1tu~ t21u228tu !#1tu@ t31u327tu~ t1u !#%2M Z
2$s4~ t2u !228t3u312s3@ t31u3
22tu~ t1u !#12stu@ t31u323tu~ t1u !#1s2@ t41u41tu~ t21u2214tu !#%, ~29!0-5
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and the coupling constant h5g/(4 cos uW), with uW the
Weinberg angle. We have also made use of the Mandelstam
variables s[(p11p2)2, t[(p12q)2, u[(p22q)2, and k2
[(k11k2)2, although only three of them are independent
because s1t1u5k21M Z
2
.
We can also compute the above differential cross section
in terms of ~noncovariant! variables with a more physical
interpretation, namely, the energies of the outgoing neutrino
and antineutrino, p1
0[E1 and p2
0[E2, respectively, and the
angle between their three-momenta u . In terms of these vari-
ables we have
s52p1
0p2
0~12cos u!,
t5M Z~M Z22p1
0!,
u5M Z~M Z22p2
0!. ~30!
The total width is calculated by integrating the above expres-
sion with respect to the three variables within the following
kinematic limits:
p1
0PI1[F0,M Z224M 22M Z G ,
p2
0PI2[F 0,M Z~M Z22p10!24M 22~M Z2~12cos u!p10!G ,
cos uPI0[@21,1# . ~31!
The final result, depending on the three undetermined param-
eters, reads
GZ
b~n , f ,M !5E
I03I13I2
dGZ
b
dp1
0dp2
0d cos u
dp1
0dp2
0d cos u .
~32!
The integration over the rest of angles has been done imme-
diately because the decay rate does not depend of them. It is
interesting to note that the dependence on the number of
branons, n, and brane tension f factorizes, and only the de-
pendence on M is nontrivial:
GZ
b~n , f ,M !5
nM Z
9
f 8 P~M /M Z!, ~33!
where P(x) is a dimensionless function, which depends on a
single dimensionless variable and which can be easily calcu-
lated from Eq. ~32!. For example, for massless branons a
numerical integration gives
GZ
b~n , f ,0!5
nM Z
9
f 8 36.15310
213
. ~34!
To show the dependence on the branon mass, we plot, in
Fig. 1, GZ
b(n , f ,M ) f 8/n against M. Finally, to get the total Z07501invisible width into branons, we have to multiply by a factor
of 3 because there are three different neutrino families.
The key observation is that at the 95% confidence level,
the variation of the Z invisible width cannot be larger than
2.0 MeV @13#; i.e., the contribution from new physics satis-
fies
GZ
new~n , f ,M !,2.0 MeV. ~35!
It is then possible to find bounds for the different brane pa-
rameters just imposing the above limit on Eq. ~33!. For ex-
ample, if branons are massless, the bound on f depends only
on the number of branons:
f .11.9 n1/8 GeV. ~36!
On the other hand, in the case of one branon, we show the
exclusion plot in the f 2M plane ~see Fig. 2!.
FIG. 1. W6 and Z widths as a function of the branon mass. Both
plots correspond to a single channel. We have extracted the depen-
dence on the brane tension and the number of branons in the factor
f 8/n .
FIG. 2. Exclusion plot in the f 2M plane for single-branon mod-
els from LEP-I data. The dark area is excluded by the measurement
of the Z invisible width and the striped region is excluded by the
measurement of the visible W6 decay width.0-6
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There are mainly two channels contributing to this pro-
cess: first, the decay of W6 into two branons and two lep-
tons:
GW
b : W2→l2~p1!,n¯ ~p2!,p~k1!,p~k2!.
Such leptons can be an electron and an electron antineutrino
for the W2 decay, their antiparticles for W1, or the analogue
pairs of leptons in the rest of families. The results of the
different decay rates agree in the limit in which the lepton
masses are negligible. In fact this is a good approximation
since the typical energy carried by the of outgoing particles
will be comparable to the W6 mass which is much larger
than the leptons masses.
Second, we have the W6 decay into two branons and a
quark-antiquark pair:
W→q~p1!,q¯ ~p2!,p~k1!,p~k2!.
In principle there should be also a channel including gluons
in the final state; however, in the SM, such a channel is
suppressed by a coefficient aS(M W)/p50.04 and for that
reason we will also ignore it in the present case. In any case,
the result we will obtain will be a strict lower bound to the
true decay width into branons.
The calculation is totally similar to that of the Z decay and
for that reason we will not repeat it here. The expressions for
the Z decay in Eq. ~29! are also valid for the W6; the only
changes, apart from the different gauge-boson mass, are the
W6 couplings to leptons and quarks. Thus, in this case we
have M a5M W , cV5cA51, h5g/(2A2) for leptons and h
5Vi jg/(2A2) for quarks where Vi j is the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa ~CKM! matrix element with i5u ,c ,t
and j5d ,s ,b . The differential decay rate has the same form
as in the Z case, which is written again in terms of the energy
of the two leptons or the quark-antiquark pair p1
0
, p2
0 and the
angle between their three momenta that we denote by u .
Thus the corresponding Mandelstam variables are obtained
from Eqs. ~30! just replacing M Z→M W . The total integra-
tion over the lepton or quark phase space has to be done in a
numerical form, with the analogous limits to those in Eq.
~32! again replacing the gauge-boson masses.
The final result GW
b (n , f ,M ) depends on the three un-
known parameters and is obtained from the differential rate
by using an analogue expression to Eq. ~32!. We see that,
once again, the dependence on n and f factorizes, and the
dependence on M enters through the same dimensionless
function P(x). Thus we can write, for the leptonic decay,
GW
b ~n , f ,M !52 cos2uW
nM W
9
f 8 P~M /M W!. ~37!
For massless branons we obtain, by numerical integration,
GW
b ~n , f ,0!5
nM W
9
f 8 39.56310
213
. ~38!07501The results in the case of quarks can be obtained in a
straightforward way from the leptonic one just multiplying
by the modulus squared of the corresponding CKM matrix
element.
To show the dependence on the branon mass, we have
plotted GW
b f 8/n against the branon mass M in Fig 1.
The most important difference with respect to the Z analy-
sis arises from the experimental constraint on the W6 width
coming from new physics. In this case, the decay is visible
and, for example, if the final decay products contain e2 and
n¯ e , the process with branons could give a signal similar to
the following standard model process: GW
SM : W2
→e2(p1),n¯ e(p2),nt(p3),n¯ t(p4), in which the W2 decays
into a t2 and a n¯ t , and then the t2 decays finally into an
e2, n¯ e , and nt .
The behavior of the W6 decay width in terms of the vis-
ible lepton energy El is plotted in Fig. 3 for different branon
masses.
However, in this work, we are only interested in the con-
straints on the theory parameters coming from the total W6
width. The total leptonic decay is obtained multiplying Eq.
~37! by a factor of 3, because there are three different kinds
of processes corresponding to the three leptonic families. On
the other hand, to calculate the hadronic decay we have to
multiply by
3 (
i5u ,c; j5d ,s ,b
uVi ju256.11760.075, ~39!
where the factor of 3 comes from the numbers of colors and
the sum is extended to the six CKM matrix elements which
do not involve the top quark. The numerical result is taken
from the combined LEP measurement of Br(W→qq¯ ) @14#.
The above approximation assumes that the mass of these five
quarks is neglected when compared to the typical energy of
the process (M W), and the top quark contribution is ne-
glected because of its large mass. We can thus estimate the
total W6 width just multiplying by 316.12 the result in Eq.
~37!.
FIG. 3. Behavior of the W6 decay width in terms of the visible
lepton energy El for different branon masses.0-7
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ics to the W6 width, GW
new
, we take into account the uncer-
tainties on the experimental measurement of the visible W
width, GW
LEP52.15060.091 GeV @13#, and the uncertainties
in the SM calculation, GW
SM52.09360.003 GeV @14#, so that
for the total allowed variation in the visible W6 width we
obtain, at the 95% confidence level,
GW
new~n , f ,M !,~GWLEP2GWSM !12DGWLEP5240 MeV.
~40!
This limit translates into the following one for massless bra-
nons:
f .6.9n1/8GeV. ~41!
The exclusion regions as a function of the variables f and
M are shown in Fig. 2 for the single-branon case.
VII. BRANON BOUNDS FROM DIRECT SEARCHES
A. Cross section with a generic gauge boson
In this section we present the cross section of the process
sA :c¯ ~p1!,c~p2!→p~k1!,p~k2!,Ama ~q !. ~42!
The initial particles can be either leptons or quarks, although
we will be mainly interested in the e1e2 case. There are
three final particles: one arbitrary gauge boson ~either Z or
g) together with the two branons. We are interested in the
differential cross section with respect to the gauge boson
phase-space parameters, i.e., the energy and scattering angle.
We have integrated over the two-body phase space of bra-
nons. The probabilities are calculated as usual by doing the
square of the amplitude module given in Eq. ~B1!. We have07501also averaged over the spin of the initial particles and
summed over polarizations of the outgoing boson. The prob-
ability has to be divided by two because the outgoing bran-
ons are indistinguishable.
We define the invariants s[(p11p2)2, t[(p12q)2, u
[(p22q)2, and k2[(k11k2)2. Again only three of them
are independent because s1t1u5k21M a
2 (M a is the
gauge-boson mass and we are neglecting the fermion
masses!. In the c.m. system the probability should be divided
by 2p1
02p2
0uv12v2u52s .
Again we can change to more physical variables: namely,
the energy fraction of the emitted gauge boson x52q0 /As
and the scattering angle u . Thus we get
t52As@q02uqW ucos~u!#1M a2 ,
u52As@q01uqW ucos~u!#1M a2 ,
k25s~12x !1M a
2
,
q05
xAs
2 ,
uqW u5
1
2
Asx224M a2, ~43!
and the phase-space volume takes the form
d3q
2q0~2p!3
5
dk2dtdf
4s~2p!3
5
dxd~cos u!df
8~2p!3
A~sx !224sM a2.
~44!
Therefore, for M aÞ0 and arbitrary cV and cA parameters,
we havedsA
dxd cos u 5
uhu2
4p
~cV
2 1cA
2 !n
122880f 8p2~s2M a2!2
A12 4M 2
s~12x !1M a
2
As~sx224M a2!S 5M 2M a2$2@s~12x !1M a2#25M 2%
3@8M a
21~sx224M a
2!sin2u#1
2@s~12x !1M a
224M 2#2
$4M a
2@M a
21s~12x !#1s~sx224M a
2!sin2u%2
16M a2@s~12x !1M a2#2
3@10M a
61M a
4s~925x !12M a2s2~423x1x2!1s3~12x !#22@40M a1222M a10s~2112140x15x2!14M a8s2
3~78270x23x215x3!1s6x2~2214x23x21x3!1M a6s3~2162272x16x2166x3211x4!1M a4s4
3~962184x162x2144x3221x41x5!1M a
2s5~8216x212x2142x3229x416x5!#sin2u1s~sx224M a
2!2
3$7M a
61M a
4s~1727x !1M a
2s2~122x !1s3@3~12x !12x2#%sin4u2s2~sx224M a
2!3~s2M a
2!sin6uD .Notice that this expression is also applicable to quark-
antiquark collisions just by choosing the appropriate cou-
plings (cV and cA parameters together with h).
Also, for certain processes it is interesting to calculate thecross sections without summing over the polarizations (ema )
of the outgoing gauge boson. Again we consider the case
M aÞ0 and arbitrary cV and cA parameters. The results can
be found in Appendix D for longitudinal ~D4! and transverse0-8
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nal cross section vanishes in the limit in which the gauge-
boson mass goes to zero. Therefore, the total cross section
~including the three polarizations! in the limit M a→0 has the
same form as the total cross section for a massless gauge
field (M a50), and it reads
dsA
dxd cos u 5
uhu2
4p
s~cV
2 1cA
2 !@s~12x !24M 2#2n
61440f 8p2
3A12 4M 2
s~12x !F x~323x12x2!2x3sin2u
1
2~12x !@11~12x !2#
x sin2u G . ~45!
As expected, the cross section is divergent for a collinear
outgoing boson (u50) and also for a soft (x50) massless
gauge boson.
B. Bounds from single-photon processes
The differential cross section obtained in the previous sec-
tion could be used in direct searches of branons in colliders.
In this section we are going to calculate the contribution to
the total cross section of processes involving a single photon
in the final state. This will allow us to obtain new bounds on
M and f assuming nonobservation at LEP-II.
To perform the angular integration over the polar angle
cos u in Eq. ~45!, it is necessary to take into account the
angular range covered by the detector cos uP@2d,d#. Thus
we get
dsg
dx 5
uhu2
4p
s~cV
2 1cA
2 !@s~12x !24M 2#2n
184320 f 8 p2 x A12
4M 2
s~12x !
3F2dx2@929x1~31d2!x2!13~2214x23x2
1x3! logS ~12d !2
~11d !2D G ~46!
where h5e , cV51, and cA50.
The integration in the x variable is done within the limits
xP@Em /(2As),124M 2/s# . The upper bound is fixed by ki-
nematical constraints, but the lower one (X5Em/2As), im-
posing a minimum energy for the photons (Em), depends on
specific experimental conditions ~trigger, noise, back-
grounds, . . . !. To perform the numerical study we take d
50.96 and Em55 GeV, which correspond to the typical
boundary conditions of one of the LEP experiments ~see
@15#!. We will also use As5206 GeV to do the calculations.
Although the maximum center-of-mass energy was close to
209 GeV, most of the data at LEP-II taken in the last year of
running were collected in the range between 205 and 207
GeV @13#.07501The total cross section can be calculated analytically, al-
though it will not be shown here since the final expression is
quite long. The result for massless branons (M50) is much
simpler, being just proportional to s3,
sg~M50 !5
nAgs3
f 8 , ~47!
where the constant depends on the detection limits as fol-
lows:
Ag5
2aEM
11059200 p2 H F2d~211X !3@30~113X23X21X3!
1d2~113X16X2110X3!#
13 logS ~d21 !2
~11d !2D @22471480X2390X21220X3
275X4112X52120 log~X !#G J , ~48!
with aEM5e2/(4p).
For the limits mentioned before we get Ag54.54
31027. The branon mass dependence of the total cross sec-
tion is plotted in Fig. 4.
To obtain the bound on the theory parameters, we can
consider the limit on the total cross section coming from new
physics which could be added to the single-photon channel
without being detected. For LEP-II, this limit is approxi-
mately snew.0.1 pb, which is the typical experimental sen-
sitivity observed in LEP searches @16#. The result for one
branon assuming no observation is plotted in Fig. 5. Thus the
interior area limited by the bound curve is potentially ex-
cluded by the LEP-II experiment. In the case of massless
branons, the limit depending on the number of branons
reads:
FIG. 4. Total cross sections for single-photon and single-Z pro-
cesses as a function of the branon mass. The dependence on the
brane tension and the number of branons has been factorized out in
the f 8/n coefficient.0-9
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C. Bounds from single-Z processes
As in the single-photon case, the single-Z channel can be
used to restrict the parameters of the theory. In this section
we are going to calculate the total cross section summing
over Z polarizations to estimate these bounds.
Again to implement the angular integration over the polar
angle cos u, we take into account the domain of the detector:
cos uP@2d,d#, with d50.96. The behavior of the cross sec-
tion in terms of the outgoing Z energy is represented in Fig.
6 for different branon masses ~for As5206 GeV). In this
case, h5g/(4 cos uW), g5e/sin uW , cV52114 sin2uW , and
cA51.
The integration in the x variable is done within the limits
xP@M Z /(2As),11(M Z224M 2)/s# , where both the lower
FIG. 5. Exclusion regions in the f -M plane coming from single-
photon events ~dark region! and single-Z processes ~striped area!,
using LEP-II data.
FIG. 6. Differential cross section for single-Z processes as a
function of the outgoing Z energy for different branon masses and
for a center-of-mass energy As5206 GeV. The dependence on f
and n has been factorized out.075010and upper limits are kinematical.
To estimate a bound on the theory parameters, we will
consider again the limit on the total cross section coming
from new physics that can be added to the single-Z channel
without being detected. For LEP-II, the order of magnitude
of this limit is approximately equal to that in the single-
photon case, snew.0.1 pb.
The result for massless branons is
f >52n1/8 GeV, ~50!
and the exclusion plot can be found in Fig. 5. The interior
area limited by the bound curve, which is excluded, is
smaller than in the single-photon analysis. This is an ex-
pected result since the Z coupling to the electron field is
smaller than that of the photon, and the Z mass restricts the
available phase space. In fact, this restricts the search only to
branons with masses M<(As2M Z)/2.57 GeV. In the
single-photon channel, however, the kinematical range is
larger, M<As/2.103 GeV. Despite this fact, the single-Z
channel analysis is still interesting since it provides a com-
pletely independent direct search method. In future colliders,
working at very high center-of-mass energy, the Z mass
could be neglected As@M Z , and the total cross section for
the two channels will take the same form. The only differ-
ence will come from the ratio of couplings to the electron
field, which is
sZ
sg
~As@M Z!.
~4 sin2uW21 !211
16 cos2uWsin2uW
.0.37, ~51!
where we have use the value sin2uW50.22. This implies that
provided the rest of the analysis remains unchanged, the
bounds on f which come from these two processes are simi-
lar:
f ~sZ!
f ~sg! ~
As@M Z!.~0.37!1/8.0.88. ~52!
Although, in general, the single-Z channel has more back-
ground compared to the single-photon case, implying lower
precision, it allows us to perform analysis depending on the
polarization which could improve the bounds.
Since branon effects grow strongly with energy, it is not
surprising that the bounds from direct searches with (As
.200 GeV) are more constraining than the indirect ones, in
which the energy scale is set by the Z mass (M Z
.90 GeV). However, because this is an effective theory, the
growth with energy of the cross sections will eventually vio-
late unitarity. At that point the approximation will no longer
be valid. It is also interesting to note that the present bounds
improve the astrophysical ones for massless branons, coming
from the 1987a supernova, from which f .10 GeV @10#.
VIII. PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE LINEAR COLLIDERS
Several proposals for the construction of e1e2 linear col-
liders in the TeV range are currently under study. The DESY
TESLA ~TeV Energy Superconducting Linear Accelerator!-10
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~Japanese Linear Collider! @19# are examples of the first gen-
eration of these colliders, whereas the CLIC ~Compact Lin-
ear Collider! @20# would correspond to the second genera-
tion. In this section we discuss the sensitivity of these
colliders to a hypothetical branon signal. The study will be
performed in terms of the brane tension f and the branon
mass M.
The physics program of the new linear collider projects
includes the measurement of electroweak parameters with
improved precision, such as the invisible Z width or the W6
width. However, and since the deviations due to the presence
of branons increase dramatically with energy, the largest sen-
sitivity to a branon signal is expected in direct searches like
single g and single Z.
In order to estimate the sensitivity of future linear collid-
ers to branon signals, the LEP-II study of the previous sec-
tion is extended to higher center-of-mass energies. It is as-
sumed that, at the time of construction of these accelerators,
the theoretical and systematic uncertainties on standard
model processes will be controlled at the level of the femto-
barn. Under this assumption, we will estimate the sensitivity
limit snew
FLC by scaling the LEP-II estimate by the expected
gain in statistics:
snew
FLC5A~TILLEP-II!
~TILFLC!
0.1 pb, ~53!
where TILLEP-II.700 pb21 is the LEP-II integrated lumi-
nosity and 0.1 pb is the LEP-II sensitivity limit. We will
consider the following values of the integrated luminosity at
future colliders: TILFLC : TIL1.200 fb21 for a first stage of
TESLA, NLC, or JLC, and TIL2.1000 fb21 as a maximum
value for a second stage. For CLIC we will assume the same
total integrated luminosity: TILCLIC5TIL2.1000 fb21.
The cross section bounds for both luminosity choices are
similar: snew
1 56 fb and snew
2 5snew
CLIC53 fb.
The critical parameter in the analysis is the center-of-mass
energy Ec .m . . In the single-photon channel, this leads to lim-
its on f for any branon mass M,Ec .m ./2. In particular the
limit for massless branons ( f 0) increases proportionally to
Ec .m .
3/4 according to Eq. ~47!. Assuming a center-of-mass en-
ergy for the first stage of the first generation of linear collid-
ers of approximately 500 GeV, 1 TeV for its second stage,
and 5 TeV for CLIC, we obtain the following limits for f 0 in
the case of a single branon: f 0 g1 .398 GeV, f 0 gJLC
.758 GeV, and f 0 gCLIC.2.64 TeV. The results of a full
study in the ( f ,M ) plane and in different experimental con-
texts are presented in Fig. 7.
For the single-Z channel, the bounds are less restrictive:
f 0 Z1 .205 GeV, f 0 Z2 .450 GeV, an f 0 ZCLIC.1.87 TeV. Ob-
viously, the study in this case is only applicable to branon
masses below (Ec .m .2M Z)/2, due to kinematic constraints.
The excluded regions in the ( f ,M ) plane are also shown in
Fig. 7.075010IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work a brane-world scenario where the brane ten-
sion scale f is much smaller than the fundamental gravita-
tional scale M F has been considered. For this case, the rel-
evant low-energy degrees of freedom are the brane SM
particles and the brane oscillations or branons. From the cor-
responding effective action and including also the effects of a
possible branon nonzero mass, we have obtained the relevant
Feynman rules for the couplings of branons to SM particles.
They have allowed us to compute the decay rates and cross
FIG. 7. Predicted experimental accessible regions in the f -M
plane via single-photon and single-Z processes. Different center-of-
mass energies (Ec .m .) and total integrated luminosities ~TIL! at fu-
ture e1e2 linear colliders are considered.-11
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duction in electron-positron colliders. We have used the in-
formation coming from LEP in order to get different exclu-
sion plots on the branon mass and the tension scale plane.
Single-photon production turns out to be the most efficient
process in order to set bounds on the brane parameters f and
M. We have also extended the analysis to future electron-
positron colliders. The corresponding exclusion plots that
could be obtained in case that branons were not observed
have been also shown.
The work presented here should be complemented with a
parallel analysis for electron-hadron colliders such as HERA
and hadron-hadron colliders such as the Tevatron or the
LHC, and with other bounds on f and M that could come
from astrophysics and cosmology. Work is already in
progress in these directions. In particular, concerning cos-
mology, it is interesting to notice that the allowed range of075010parameters suggests that branons could have weak couplings
and large masses. This makes them natural dark matter can-
didates. In fact, an explicit calculation shows that their relic
abundance can be cosmologically relevant and could account
for the fraction of one-third of the total energy density of the
universe in the form of dark matter presently favored by
observations. These results will be presented elsewhere @21#.
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We show the Feynman rules with leaving momenta for massive branons, including the interaction vertices between two
branons and the SM particles. The dependence on the momenta of the different particles is explicitly written. We have used the
notation in @6#. Different expressions in the case of massless branons have been derived in @11#. In that reference the fermionic
equations of motion are imposed on the Feynman rules. In any case, as a consistency check, we have seen that our final results
are the same in both cases.
1. V1p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p4
V15
2idab
4 f 4 H gmp4m~p3 ,p12p2!1gmp3m~p4 ,p12p2!2gm~p1m2p2m!S 32 M 212~p3 ,p4! D14mc@~p3 ,p4!1M 2#J .
~A1!
2. V2µn
ab p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p4-12
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ab 5
idabdab
f 4 H p1np3m~p2 ,p4!1p3np2m~p1 ,p4!1p1np4m~p2 ,p3!1p4np2m~p1 ,p3!2hmn@~p1 ,p4!~p2 ,p3!1~p1 ,p3!
3~p2 ,p4!2~p1 ,p2!~p3 ,p4!#2~p1 ,p2!~p4np3m1p3np4m!2~p3 ,p4!~p1np2m!2
1
2 M a
2@2p4np3m12p3np4m
22hmn~p3 ,p4!2hmnM 2#J , ~A2!
where we have used the flat background metric to contract indices in the Fadeev-Popov Lagrangian.
3. V3µap3 ,p4
V3m
a 5
2hTadab
4 f 4 $2g
np4np3m12gnp3np4m1gm@23M 224~p3 ,p4!#%~cV2cAg5!. ~A3!
4. V4µnl
abc p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p4 ,p5
V4mnl
abc 5
hCabcdab
f 4 $p1n~p3mp4l1p3lp4m!2p1l~p3mp4n1p3np4m!1p2l~p3np4m1p3mp4n!2p2m~p3np4l1p3lp4n!
1p5m~p3np4l1p3lp4n!2p5n~p3mp4l1p3lp4m!1hln@~p3 ,p4!~p2m2p5m!1p4m~p52p2 ,p3!1p3m~p52p2 ,p4!#
1hlm@~p3 ,p4!~p5n2p1n!1p4n~p12p5 ,p3!1p3n~p12p5 ,p4!#1hmn@~p3 ,p4!~p1l2p2l!1p4l~p22p1 ,p3!
1p3l~p22p1 ,p3!#%. ~A4!
5. V5p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p4075010-13
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idab
f 4 H 2@~p3,p4!1M 2#@~p1,p2!1mf2 #1~p1,p3!~p4,p2!1~p2,p3!~p4,p1!1 12 M 2~p1 ,p2!J . ~A5!
6. V6µap3 ,p4
V6m
a 5
hTadab
f 4 H ~p12p2!mF ~p3 ,p4!1 12 M 2G1~p12p2 ,p3!p4m1~p12p2 ,p4!p3mJ . ~A6!
7. V7µn
ab p3 ,p4
V7mn
ab 5
2ih2$Ta,Tb%dab
f 4 H F ~p3 ,p4!1 12 M 2Ghmn2p3mp4n2p4mp3nJ . ~A7!
8. V8µnrsabcd p3 ,p4
V8mnrs
abcd @p3 ,p4#5
ih2dab
f 4 C
eabCecd$hns~p3rp4m1p3mp4r!2hnr~p3sp4m1p3mp4s!1hms@hnr~p3 ,p4!2p3rp4n2p3np4r#
2hmr@hns~p3 ,p4!2p3sp4n2p3np4s#%1CeacCebd$hnm~p3rp4s1p3sp4r!2hnr~p3sp4m1p3mp4s!
1hms@hnr~p3 ,p4!2p3rp4n2p3np4r#2hsr@hnm~p3 ,p4!2p3mp4n2p3np4m#%1CeadCebc$hnm~p3rp4s
1p3sp4r!2hns~p3rp4m1p3mp4r!1hmr@hns~p3 ,p4!2p3sp4n2p3np4s#
2hsr@hnm~p3 ,p4!2p3mp4n2p3np4m#%. ~A8!
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The probability amplitudes are easily calculated from the Feynman rules introduced before
1. M1: c¯ p1 ,cp2\pk1pk2Aµaq
There are four different diagrams that contribute to the tree-level amplitude of this process:
which is given by the following expression:
M1@p1 ,p2 ,k1 ,k2 ,q#5v¯ @p1#$V3m
a @k1 ,k2#«m ,a@q ,s1#1V11m
a «m ,a@q ,s1#iD ( f )@p12q#V1@2~p12q !,2p2 ,k1 ,k2#
1V1@2p1 ,2~p22q !,k1 ,k2#iD ( f )@2~p22q !#V11m
a «m ,a@q ,s1#1V11l
c iD (A)
ln ,cb@~p11p2!#
3V2mn
ab @q ,2~p11p2!,k1 ,k2#«m ,a@q ,s1#%u@p2# . ~B1!
The fermion (iD ( f )) and gauge boson (iD (A)) propagators have the usual expression in the standard model in renormalizable
gauges, and we have used the standard vertex between gauge and fermions fields:
2. M2: Aµ
aq\pk1pk2c¯ p1 ,cp2
If there are massive gauge bosons in the theory, branons contribute to their decay through these processes, whose prob-
ability amplitude can be related to the previous one by
M2@p1 ,p2 ,k1 ,k2 ,q#5M1@2p1 ,2p2 ,k1 ,k2 ,2q# , ~B2!
where, in the right-hand side, the spinors have been changed as follows: v¯ @p1#→u¯ @p1# and u@p2#→v@p2# .
APPENDIX C: INTEGRALS OVER TWO-BODY PHASE SPACE
Integrals over the two-body phase space of branons can be easily performed using
Imnrs[E d4k1d4k2d~k122M 2!d~k222M 2!d (4)~k2k12k2!k1mk1nk2rk2s)
5C1kmknkrks1C2k4~hmnhrs1hmrhns1hmshnr!1C3k2~kmknhrs1krkshmn!
1C4k2~kmkrhns1knkshmr1kmkshrn1krknhms!, ~C1!075010-15
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m [E d4k1d4k2d~k122M 2!d~k222M 2!d (4)~k2k12k2!k1mk2n
5C1
mkmkn1C2
mk2hmn , ~C2!
Imn
s [E d4k1d4k2d~k122M 2!d~k222M 2!d (4)~k2k12k2!k1mk1n
5C1
s kmkn1C2
s k2hmn , ~C3!
and the same result by changing k1 for k2,
I0[E d4k1d4k2d~k122M 2!d~k222M 2!d (4)~k2k12k2!
5C0 , ~C4!
where
C05
p
2A12 4M
2
k2
,
C15
p
60k4
A12 4M 2
k2
~k412k2M 216M 4!,
C1
m5
p
12k2
A12 4M 2
k2
~k212M 2!,
C1
s 5
p
6k2
A12 4M 2
k2
~k22M 2!,
C25
p
480k4
A12 4M 2
k2
~k224M 2!2,
C2
m5
p
24k2
A12 4M 2
k2
~k224M 2!,
C2
s 52
p
24k2
A12 4M 2
k2
~k224M 2!,
C352
p
240k4
A12 4M 2
k2
~3k4214k2M 218M 4!,
C45
p
120k4
A12 4M 2
k2
~k423k2M 224M 4!. ~C5!
APPENDIX D: POLARIZED CROSS SECTIONS
In this section we give the expressions for the cross sections of the process,
sA :c¯ ~p1!,c~p2!→p~k1!,p~k2!,Ama ~q !, ~D1!
for the different polarizations of the outgoing gauge field. We have used the definition075010-16
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The polarization vectors read
e0
m5
1
M ~ uq
W u,q0sin u cos f ,q0sin u sin f ,q0cos u!,
e6
m 5
1
A2
~0,2cos u cos f6i sin f ,2cos u sin f7i cos f ,sin u!. ~D3!
For the longitudinal polarization (e0m), we get
dsA
dxd cos u 5
uhu2
4p
~cV
2 1cA
2 !M a
2n
122880f 8p2~s2M a2!2
A12 4M 2
s~12x !1M a
2
As~sx224M a2!S 5M 2$2@s~12x !1M a2#25M 2%$sx2sin2u%
1
@s~12x !1M a
224M 2#2
$4M a
2@M a
21s~12x !#1s~sx224M a
2!sin2u%2
$32@s~12x !1M a
2#3~M a
21s !2216@s~12x !1M a
2#2
3@M a
612M a
4sx~12x !1M a
2s2~922x2!12s3~12x2x2!#sin2u24s@4M a
81M a
6s~12220x115x2!
2M a
4s2~418x237x2111x314x4!1M a
2s3~212128x27x226x3210x414x5!1s4x2~327x12x212x3!#
3sin4u12s3~21x2!~sx224M a
2!2sin6u% D . ~D4!
The contributions of the transverse polarizations (em1 or em2) are the same and they are given by
dsA
dxd cos u 5
uhu2
4p
~cV
2 1cA
2 !n
122880f 8p2~s2M a2!2
A12 4M 2
s~12x !1M a
2
As~sx224M a2!S 10M 2M a4$2@s~12x !1M a2#25M 2%$22sin2u%
1
@s~12x !1M a
224M 2#2
$4M a
2@M a
21s~12x !#1s~sx224M a
2!sin2u%2
16M a4@s~12x !1M a2#2@9M a41M a2s~624x !1s2~524x12x2!#
12@236M a
1212M a
10s~2108140x1x2!24M a
8s2~68272x16x21x3!1M a
6s3~21361200x254x2226x3
13x4!2M a
4s4~44280x134x2112x3213x41x5!1M a
2s5x~28128x234x2121x326x4!2s6x2
3~2214x23x21x3!#sin2u1s$120M a
1022M a
8s~2148176x113x2!2M a
6s2~28148x162x2234x31x4!
1M a
4s3~2418x110x214x323x41x5!1M a
2s4x2~218110x211x212x3!1s5x4@3~12x !12x2#%sin4u
2s2~sx224M a
2!2@4M a
422M a
2s1s2x2#sin6u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